down without showing explosivefireworks.As a
witch hunt begins to ignite like first sparks
ofa wild fire, the film, within its final minutes,
leaves viewers with anticipation of the worst
to come. If it weren't for the queasy feeling
we get from this, it would not be apparent
that Martel is actually taking a stand amidst
all this perplexity. Yet, she defies expectation
by not showing the nasty confrontations and
broken hearts. The story simply halts while
still in a blurr)' state of uncertainty.
Yet, too much ambiguity is not necessarily a good thing. Minor details in the film
could frustrate moviegoers even after
repeated viewings. Some may not perceive
much ofthe comedy despite the fact that
parts ofthe film are indeed hilarious. Characters misinterpret a naked man's accidental
fall onto the balcony as a miracle, for
instance, while they also confuse the sounti
ofthe theremin with God's beckoning. And
Amalia's classmate retells the story of a car
plunging over a bridge ad nauseam. Casual
moviegoers seeking entertainment will likely
find The Holy Girl way too elusive. It's
unfortunate, then, that this thought-provoking commentary ahout the pitfalls of
mass hysteria will likely fail in speaking to
the masses.—Martin Tsai

Performers backstage at World Park in Jia Zhangke's The World.

New Yorker Films, though all the maior feaaires
can be had on DVD outside of region one), and
Zeitgeist Films has now launched the first
extensive U.S. national release of any of his
work with his latest. The World.
No filmmaker since Ozu has displayed a
keener sense of the impact that outer social
change has on the group or the person—and
Produced by Chow Keung, Shozo Ichiyama,
this can he confidently said after only the
Hengameh Panahi; written and directed by
four features from Xiao Wu to The World as
Jia Zhangke; cinematography by Yu Likwai;
well as his two short documentaries (In Perproduction design by Wu Li-zhong; edited by
son and In Public, b o t h f r o m 2001).
Kong Jinglei; music by Lim Giong; starring
Although The World is Jia's first narrative
Zhao Tao, Chen Taisheng, Jing Jue, Jiang
film to depart from the northern province of
Zhongwei, Wang Yiqun, Wang Hongwei,
Shanxi, and seek out the big city of Beijing,
Liang Jingdong, Xiang Wan and Liu Juan.
it's of a piece w i t h and an enhancement
Color, 139 mins.. in Mandarin and Shanxi
upon all of his previous work. Young people,
But this suggests that lia's primary value
dialect with English subtitles. Distributed by
frequently lovers in search o f a direction and
is
as
a
delivery
artist
of
the
real
news
on
Zeitgeist Films, www.zeitgestfilms.com
foundation, remain in the foreground, with
China, which would be grossly underestifamilies and their elders far in the backmating
his
true
importance.
He's
personally
Those members ofthe chattering class
ground
if not out of view altogether. (It's
warning ofthe behemoth named China, and quite embarrassed to affirm the mantle that
worth noting that his first interest in the
many
critics
have
granted
him
as
the
leader
how it will soon take over the planet, have
dying mining center of Datong, setting of
obviously never seen a film by Jia Zhangke. o f t h e so-called "Sixth Generation" group
Unknown Pleasures, was with the miners and
(including
such
prominent
rising
artists
as
If they had, they would know that China is
their
complaints, but as he spent time there,
Wang, Wang Chao (Orphan of Anyang) and
actually "China"—a dream, a wish, a
his concerns shifted to the town's disaffectHu
Ze
(Beijing
Suburb),
but
ring
that
up
to
nation-to-be. They would know, from seeed, pop-addied, aimless youth.) These youth
modesty: Jia has been a triumphant festival
ing Xiao Wu, the first of fia's extraordinary
are understood first not by what they say,
filmmaker
from
Xiao
Wu
on,
winning
prizes
Shanxi trilogy that he made right out of fiim
but what they do i n a physical space—
and critical support at Venice, Berlin, Buenos
school in 1997, that a new class of crooks
whether it's Xiao W u the pickpocket scopAires,
Pusan,
Vancouver,
Fribourg,
Nantes
was learning capitalism, and woe to those
ing his territory or performer-dancer Tao
and Singapore during a time (1997-2002)
who didn't catch up. If this didn't drive the
(Zhao Tao, from Unknown Pleasures and
when
he
worked
without
the
official
governpoint home, then lia's most closely autobiofast becoming lia's female muse) in The
graphical work, Platform, his 2000 epic set in ment Film Bureau imprimatur—which preWorld adopting the pose and guise of an
vented his films from being theatrically
his humble hometown of Fenyang about a
Indian, Chinese or Japanese woman, depending
performing troupe surviving through the exhibited domestically—and had none of
on the act. Possibilities for a kind of'progress'
his films distributed in the U.S. As recently
last wheezes of Maoism and into the early
as two years ago it was safe to declare, as The appear, and just as cruelly, appear to vanish
gulps of privatization, would have told tbem
Village Voice's Dennis Lim did, that |ia was or elude the young people's grasp. Mobility
that the only constant in this ever-emerging
is a constant in [ia's universe—the Fenyang
"one
of the most important directors workthing called "China" was instability. Two
culturiil
youth group in Platform has to
ing today [who] remains ofthe most underyears on, and )ia was showing in Unknown
transform itself into a pop band, while new
seen."
This
has
ever
so
slightly
changed:
Pleasures that a younger generation more in
faces from Russia or the countryside come
Platform and Unknown Pleasures have
touch with the Techno Group Orbital than
and go in The World—but the direction seems
received
extremely
limited
American
releases
five-year-plans had to hope that a highway
headed to a cul-de-sac or a hole in the ground.
(with the latter available on video care of
being built to their already decaying Sixties-

The World

era industrial town would allow ihem to get
the hell out of there. If one ofthe chatterers
had bothered to augment their |ia viewing
with a taste of Wang Bing's devastating documentary on wholesale urban and industrial
razing and dislocation. West ofthe Tracks
(like lia's cinema, steeped in the concern to
dispassionately observe violent social change
and its human cost), they would have realized that there is considerably more douht
and uncertainty among Chinese ahout
themselves at this moment than a televised
helicopter shot on t~NN o f Shanghai's
gleaming new skyscrapers and mushrooming coastal industrial sprawl could ever indicate.

Jia prefers placing his characters in front
of, inside of or framed by buildings and
rooms ;ind streets, but because the places in
the Shangxi films tended to shade toward
dirty browns or greys or sickly greens, they
served a.s a subtle stage. In The World, Jia
seeks to challenge himself not jusi by placing
his characters on an aggressively urban
stage, but in an actually existing theme park
in Beijing's suburbs called World Park,
where the great man-made monuments on
the planet are meticulously re-created at
one-third scale or smaller. Some critics and
longtime supporters of Jia have been put off
hy this gambit, sensing wrongly that Jia has
somehow allowed himself in The World to
become too much the tourist, ogling his
ready-made setting and forgetting why he's
there in the first place. But this is a displaced
perception; it'.s testimony, in fact, to The
WorLfs peculiar impact, and the capacity of
iia and his regular cinematographer, the
brilliant Yu Lik wai, to encompass, mediate,
map, and make expressive any physical
space they choose to observe. If anything,
Jia's concerns for his younger generation are
more acute than ever hefore, especially for
his lovers Tao and park security guard,
Taisheng (Chen Taisheng), and their unsure
attachment to each other, hut even as much
ft)r the film's secondary characters who also
work at the park, their lovers or relatives or
those lucky few with visas or passports who
can actually leave 1 he World and visit
another corner of the world.

dong), who hriefly visits them before taking
off for parts unknown. Even a memher ofa
group of Russian prostitutes, hrought to ply
their trade at the park, is ahle to work up
enough cash to regain the passport she was
forced to surrender to her pimp and tly off
to Ulan Bator to visit her sister. This corner
of Beijing begins to resemhie Fenyang or
Datong: A mausoleum of false dreams, a
place to definitively escape from.
Because Jia is so attentive to the process
of change and how it works—grinds may he
the word—on everyday lives, he's also keen
to the phenomenon ot simulacra, and the
many ways this gets manifested in a Chinese
context. His obsession with this in The
World—to the point where Taisheng jokes
to his country-humpkin cousin, Xiaowei
(Jing |ue), who's just blown into town looking for any kind of work, that while Manhattan no longer has the Twin Towers, Beijing (namely, the park) does—comes at a
time when the whole notion of simulacra
has grown exceptionally complicated.
Although the Bazinian heart that still heats
inside Godard would deny it, his archnemesis Steven Spielberg is perhaps more
interested in realism in his movies than at
any previous point in his career, but he's
doing it with every CGI tool at his disposal:
The strategy behind War of the Worlds is the
same as operated in Saving Private Ryan,
which is to make effects seem—adhering to
the verities of Hollywood filmmaking—as
real and seamless as possible so that a Martian invasion, or an Allied one, feels like
something close to a documentary to our
believing eyes. It begs the questions: Is it
possihie to find an authentic truth hy concealing the trick? Is the perfect fake a way at
reaching the real?

Xiou Wu is upset that his vendor pal not
only doesn't have Jia's films, but not even
Yu's first film. Love Wilt Tear Us Apart.
Such complications alter the often simplified issue of piracy, just as they do for the
fakery in The World, where we're tempted—
even urged—to marvel at the sheer audacity
and kitsch beauty of the park, only to then
realize that the simulacra surrounding Tao
and Taisheng function as a corrosive and
ghoulish force on tbeir hopes for a better
life. It's fun, for instance, to watch them
make up after a fight hy 'flying' on a bluescreen video ride thai creates the illusion
that they're winging their way above Beijing;
it's also horrifying late in the film (since the
initial amusement has long passed) to watch
the shocked Tao, ridiculously dressed in full
kimono and looking like a pent-up geisha,
ahsorhing the import of a text message on
Taisheng's cell phone from his departed
would-he lover, Qun (Wang Yiqun}.
Just as Jia isn't willing to reduce this Disneyland or Vegas Strip on steroids to the
level of mere ridicule, he's also open to the
notion that the trend for text-messaging
among China's youth contains within il the
possibility for puetry. Contact a ta cell has
hecome such facile shorthand for filmmakers willing to tease the ennui of modern
youth that Jia's visual dives into the ceil
phone screen itself have the wonderment
and pleasure ofa fine Minnelli sequence,
Who else—perhaps Kitano Takeshi?—
would concoct whole animated short
sequences of romantic whimsy out of sweetly innocent messages ("Let's try to be
happy"), which are, after all, little love notes
sent hy other means?

Tao had moved to Beijing eight years
hefore from her northern provincial home,
and five years later Taisheng followed her
traces from the same place. (Jia watchers are
encouraged here to imagine that the couple
Jia has mused in inlerviews why he
are urban refugees from one nf the places we
allows some of his female characters to simsaw in Xiao WK, Platform or Unknown Plea|ia approaches this question more direct- ply vanish from view; he also allows love,
sures.) She's clearly adjusted better than he: ly, hy placing simulacra under the micro- like cell-phone prompts or architectural
While she's fulfilling her dream of being a scope, to he observed as a human artifact replicas, to he glimpsed, only for it all to slip
stage performer (Zhao's own dream in with causes and effects. While rejecting Hol- away. And everything in The World is prime
Shanxi. hefore she met iia during casting for lywood's spectacle of seamless artificiality, for loss or misperception. Tao has made a
Unknown Pleasures) as a memher of the his practice is primarily that ofa C'hinese friend of the Russian hooker, yet fails to
park's troupe and living in the company artist all too aware of his culture's complex realize that she's actually watching her Ulan
dorm room, Taisheng's job as a park guard relationship with copies and simulation. Bator-hound airplane in (light as she comseems less like a career option than a way for From World Park to corporate espionage, ments that she's never known anyone who's
him to he close to Tao, or in his more sinis- China's national itch to copy the products of flown. And just when it seems that Tao and
ter moments, to spy on her by using the the glohal marketplace has long heen Taisheng can't possibly patch things up in
tools of his trade as a kind of imitation of a scratched. But one way in which this has the wake of his dalliance with Qun, they
uniformed police-state officer. When we especially vexed the U.S. moviemaking come together again for one last (fatal) time,
first see the pair truly together, on his thin industrial base has heen piracy, which itself now far from World Park in a section of
mattress in a dingy room he calls home, is like World Park—a realm of fakes that Beijing that is brutally real and resistant to
Taisheng tells Tao that he recalls sleeping on changes meaning depending on where any sort of simulation. The only respite is
this same bed when he arrived in Beijing, you're viewing it. For while pirated copies of provided hy Jia himself, who actually
counting the nearby trains and "wanting to
War of the Worhls have already been traded allows his seemingly dead lovers to talk
succeed." He's still wanting to, and still on the streets of Beijing and Shanghai land on the soundtrack, with Taisheng conwanting Tao, and still no closer to fulfilling even Datong) since early July, Jia depended vinced, just as he was when he arrived in
his desires.
on piracy for his work from Xiao Wu to Beijing three years before, that "this is only
Unknown Pleasures to he seen inside China; the heginning." A moment of mysticism, a
Their situation is mocked both by the
until 2004, when the official han on under- leap into liehestod, or a pause before a final
environment and some of those around
ground filmmakers like Jia was lifted, it was delusion? )ia, certainly the world's most
them. The park's motto—-"See the world
only knock-offs of his films that rescued him masterful filmmaker under forty, leaves the
without ever leaving Beijing"—is the best
from total obscurity—a reality that Jia turns answer floating in the ether, like a text mesthat Tao or TaJsheng can do, since neither
into comedy in a scene during the end of sage that may t>r may not make a conneccan afford a visa to leave the country', unlike
Unknown Pleasures, when Wang Hongwei astion.—Robert Koehler
Tao's ex-hoyfriend, I.iangzi [Liang Jing-

